
HOW TO:
SHARE THE SURVEY FOR CPIC’S ANNUAL CONSERVATION

FINANCE REPORT

Purpose of the report

● With so much happening in conservation finance and information about it mushrooming
in all corners of the mediasphere, CPIC plans to create a dedicated, annual report that
will provide consistent updates on the state of the conservation finance market.

● This report will be especially valuable for conservation finance stakeholders to better
understand current private investments in conservation, the barriers, but also the most
promising financing models and solutions. Ultimately, it aims to increase the interest of
the private sector in channelling funds into nature – a win-win for all.

Who we want to engage with

● Leading investors in conservation finance
● Broader conservation community working on successful pilots and promising models for

conservation investments.

What we want them to do

● Fill out our survey! https://cornell.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bBZXmFBH6yas89U

How you can help

● You can support our efforts to make this report the best possible knowledge asset on
conservation finance:

#1. Sharing the survey questionnaire with your community. Below proposed
content you can use to engage your audiences via your website, newsletters or
social media.

#2: Co-fund the research, development and dissemination of the final report. Get
in touch with the CPIC Secretariat at info@cpicfinance.com.

https://cornell.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bBZXmFBH6yas89U
mailto:info@cpicfinance.com


#3: Here’s how you can share the survey questionnaire with your
community

Website

Investing in nature – where do you stand? Poll invite

A growing number of private sector investors are factoring environmental concerns and
outcomes into their investment decisions, in response to stakeholder pressure and
regulatory guidance.

But what exactly do these new investment decisions and approaches look like? How
much is really being invested into conservation? And what are the main roadblocks for
channeling finance into natural capital?

These are the questions that the Coalition for Private Investment in Conservation
(CPIC), of which [YOUR ORGANIZATION] is a member, is seeking to address in its
upcoming report on the state of conservation finance.

If your organization invests into conservation or is planning to do so, or if you are a
conservation project developer, we want to hear from you!

This anonymous, multiple-choice poll should take approximately 10-15 minutes to
complete. As thought-leaders in conservation finance, CPIC will be using the results to
provide an anonymous market insights report that will help outline the barriers and
promising finance models to increase interest and investment into nature.

You can complete the survey HERE.

By completing the survey, you will receive a copy of the final report to gain a better
understanding of what the report’s findings could mean for your organization.

For more information, please contact info@cpicfinance.com

Newsletter

Subject line: Investing in nature – where do you stand? | Poll invite

Dear [name of your contact]

As a fellow conservation finance professional / conservation project developer / impact
investor [CPIC members to select the one that applies to their audience], we’ve
handpicked you to join this short survey on conservation finance.

https://cornell.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bBZXmFBH6yas89U
https://cornell.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bBZXmFBH6yas89U
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This anonymous, multiple-choice poll is organised by the Coalition for Private Investment
in Conservation (CPIC), of which [YOUR ORGANIZATION] is a member, and aims to
provide valuable insights for private sector investors on this topic, where knowledge
sharing and collaboration can accelerate action. It should take between 10-15 minutes to
complete.

As thought-leaders in conservation finance, CPIC will be using the results to provide an
anonymous market insights report that will help outline the barriers and promising
finance models to increase interest and investment into nature.

You can complete the survey HERE.

By completing the survey, you will also receive a copy of the final report to gain a better
understanding of what the report’s findings could mean for your organization.

We look forward to hearing from you. In the meantime, you can connect with our latest
work on [conservation / nature / YOUR ORGANIZATION'S focus area] here [YOUR link]
and learn more about CPIC here.

Best regards,
[NAME, TITLE, YOUR ORGANIZATION]

Social media

Does your organization invest in conservation or is it planning to do so? If yes, we want
to hear from you! @CPICfinance is seeking further insights for its upcoming report on
#conservationfinance. You can help by completing our survey:
https://cornell.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bBZXmFBH6yas89U

Do you invest in nature or do you develop conservation projects? We want to hear from
you! @CPICfinance is seeking further insights for its upcoming report on
#conservationfinance. You can help by completing our survey:
https://cornell.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bBZXmFBH6yas89U

How much is really being invested into conservation and how? What are the main
roadblocks for channeling finance into nature? These are the questions that
@CPICfinance aims to tackle in its upcoming report. Share your insights in our 2020
survey: https://cornell.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_bBZXmFBH6yas89U
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